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DEREK PORTER STUDIO is a multidisciplinary design firm that focuses on
artistic application and practical performance of light within architectural and
urban contexts. Careful consideration is given to composition, proportion,
color, pattern and movement of light in conjunction with physical form, space,
time, human activity, vision and sense of place in order to yield an end design
that is technologically sophisticated and uniquely rooted in the intrinsic qualities of each project.
Catalogue 3 is a selection of archived work, both built and unbuilt, from 2003 –
2008 illustrating our continued exploration with imbedded light in architecture
and use of transparent and translucent materials in order to shift focus
from the physical presence of lighting hardware to light as an integral material
and phenomenon within architectural space and form. We expand upon our
compositional interests in spatial orientation and wayfinding to larger scaled
civic projects and introduce a finer grained consideration of scale, order and
disorder associations.
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B R IARCLI FF R E S I DE NCE
Kansas City, Missouri
For this unique basement renovation, designed
to function as an independent apartment,
Derek Porter Studio collaborated closely with
the interior architect regarding all aspects of
the design. There was a common desire to have
the lighting deviate from conventional residential
designs. Rather than serving programmatic
illuminance requirements in subordination to
the interior design, light was given significant
presence as a primary design element.
Carefully arranged fixture placement and
concealed cove designs offer compelling
compositional interest, emphasize the division
between public and private spaces and
accentuate key architectural focal elements
while achieving the required task illuminance
needs. The interior environment is unified
through its monochromatic color and material
pallet with key architectural elements, including
the fireplace and casework, accentuated
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through indirect illumination. Here, light is
strategically located as a catalyst to emphasize
three dimensional separation between mass
and plane, and was achieved through the use
of dimmable flourescent technology.
The conceptual relationship of light to its spatial
context hints toward complex patterns found
in nature as experienced through daily activity —
a desired consideration due to the partially
subterranean location and minimal daylight
exposure. As a result, these carefully coordinated
moments conjure emotional relationships to
horizon, sky and landscape which are psychologically familiar and linked through memory.
The absence of natural phenomena and its
ever changing dynamic cycles experienced
through the course of day is here abstracted
and substituted electrically.
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SOUTH E R N POVE RTY LAW CE NTE R
Montgomery, Alabama
The Southern Poverty Law Center is a legal
advocacy group that formed in the1970s to support
racial tolerance. This not-for-profit organization
opened a Civil Rights Memorial Center at its
Montgomery Alabama headquarters to honor those
who lost their lives during the Civil Rights Movement
and to educate our current population about
this tumultuous time period in American history.
Historic time lines, key individuals and specific
events are depicted through didactic wall mounted
materials and interactive displays. Layers of
llumination include soft general ambient light for
navigation, wall wash of super graphics and accent
at feature displays.
Through careful execution of this layering technique –
subtle graduated washes of light and spatial
transitions are combined with high contrast accents –
the exhibition content is dramatically enhanced
as well as the visitor’s emotional experience. In the
auditorium, visitors view a short film documenting
highlights of the Civil Rights Movement. To enhance
this experience, transitions in lighting scenes
are queued with the audio sound track to change
in conjunction with key moments in the film.
The exhibition sequence starts with dark, heavy
tones of dramatic lighting and evolves toward
increased illumination and lighter tones as time
proceeds, symbolically referencing enlightenment
with increased social tolerance. Contrast, time
and the visitor’s psychological response were
critical design considerations. The exhibition
experience concludes with the large multimedia
Wall of Tolerance where visitors dedicate their
life to fighting racial injustice.
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N E R MAN M US E U M OF
CONTE M PORARY ART
Overland Park, Kansas
Subtle variations of pattern, material, order and
scale create a thoughtful platform for viewing art at
this new contemporary art museum on the campus
of Johnson County Community College. This facility
houses a large and growing collection of late
20th Century art as well as changing exhibitions
with national reputation.
Recessed track lighting is used throughout all
gallery spaces and is carefully organized with other
building system devices. Select galleries also
incorporate lighting coves that have both daylight
and electric light sources. In contrast to the linear
patterns and accent illumination in the gallery, the
entry lobby, with panoramic views of the campus
grounds, has ambient illumination from recessed
downlights that are organized in a regulated grid
pattern. This change in fixture layout and illuminance
pattern reinforces separation in programming
between the lobby and gallery. The gift shop is
designed as an exhibition space for merchandise
and introduces track lighting with the addition of
diffuse uplighting located above the display cases.
This introduction of indirect illumination further
differentiates the shop as an autonomous space
that sits within the lobby, otherwise denoted by
the glass partition.
The café, adjacent to the lobby, continues the same
pattern of downlighting and introduces custom
modified pendant fixtures. A special mounting detail
was developed to allow the pendant cord to pass
through the ceiling in an uninterrupted manner.
This eliminates the convention of a junction box and
canopy at each fixture, maximizing visual focus
on the suspended glass element. The atrium serves
as a secondary entrance to the museum, gathering
space and connecting link to the adjacent academic
building. Here, the phenomenon of light, recognized
through the seasonal and daily patterns of natural
light and electric illuminance, is a transcendent
material giving character to the space.  
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B LU FF PAR K B R I DG E
Kansas City, Missouri
The conceptual design for this pedestrian bridge
offers a secondary skin to a common prefabricated
box truss bridge. A new skin is added to meet
practical railroad safety requirements while adding
to the bridge’s iconic presence in this industrial
landscape and to enhance the visual experience for
pedestrians moving between the downtown Bluff
Park overlook to the West Bottoms of Kansas City,
Missouri. Multi-colored perforated panels wrap
and fold around the bridge with light inserted at key
overlapping junctures. These light and material
relationships yield complex moray patterns of light
and shadow from both interior and exterior views.
Carefully arranged internally located electric lighting
enhances the visual transparency of the skin
when viewed from the outside at night. The skin is
seen with greater opacity during the day with focus
on the colorful mosaic pattern. This conceptual
design exemplifies our company’s interest in
providing meaningful designs that offer provocative
visual experiences that also satisfy practical
necessities, which, in the case of this project
include low maintenance, resistance to vandalism,
budgetary constraints and strict code regulation.  
This project, initiated in 2004, is currently on hold
until funding is allocated.   
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LAS VEGAS CONVE NTION CE NTE R
Las Vegas, Nevada
The Las Vegas Convention Center is the busiest
Tier 1 convention facility in the United States. After
many years of hard use and isolated additions, this
3.5 million square foot facility is going through a
significant master planning effort to upgrade,
reorganize and expand existing meeting rooms, concourses and exhibit halls.
A new grand concourse is added to the existing
west façade, linking together for the first time
the three exhibit halls within a single enclosed
environment. This new addition also provides an
iconic façade and a clearly demarcated primary
entrance for convention attendees. The multilayered roofline undulates like a continuous ribbon,
providing sun shading to the exposed glass façade
and redirecting daylight to the interior. These massive horizontal planes subsequently reduce the
electric lighting energy load for this space which
is primarily used for event entry, registration and
circulation. Indirect electric illumination accentuates
the roofline at night and provides general illumination for both interior and exterior pathway needs.  
Recessed downlighting is sprinkled throughout the
interior concourse areas as “aggregate” to break up
the monotony of these long expansive areas.
Additionally, this more freeform layout
accommodates inevitable mounting conflicts with
structure and mechanical systems. Special service
areas such as restrooms, info centers, internet
lounges, food venues and vertical transportation are
accented through use of vertical illumination and
higher illuminance levels in order to contribute to
passive wayfinding interests. Additionally, these
focused destination locations assume luminaire
layout patterns that deviate from the aggregate
patterns of the adjacent concourses.
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HODG DON POWDE R
Herrington, Kansas
New administrative spaces were created for this
central Kansas industrial facility using preengineered Quonset hut structures. This unique
form offers dramatic interior volumes and adjacent
exterior courtyard spaces consistent with its
regional vernacular.  
Rather than adding additional visual clutter to
these simple interior volumes, the centrally located
ductwork is utilized as infrastructure to support
lighting. As a result, the vaulted ceiling is accented
while providing diffuse illumination for diverse
programmatic tasks. Luminaires are carefully
positioned to assure even distribution across the
vaulted ceiling while minimizing shadow lines
on adjacent walls and concealing luminaires from
normal viewing angles. This systematic strategy
adapts effectively and economically to most
centrally located open plan areas within the huts.
In a few contained perimeter areas such as private
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offices, conference rooms, corridors and restrooms
where the effectiveness of this centralized solution
is prohibitive, common strip fixtures equipped
with custom translucent acrylic diffusers are surface
mounted to walls. In this rare moment where
the luminaire is visibly present, the simple elegance
of the strip light in conjunction with a modestly
formed custom diffuser is celebrated and
works congruently with the utilitarian essence of
the Quonset hut.
Externally, a canopy provides covered connection
between the three huts. Concealed coves are
integrally designed to the canopy to provide diffuse
indirect illumination for this circulation and
gathering area. Low voltage stake mounted fixtures
provide low level illumination between huts,
augmenting regions where the borrowed light from
interior spaces falls off.
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U N ITAR IAN FE LLOWS H I P LAWR E NCE
Lawrence, Kansas
The Unitarian Fellowship of Lawrence is located
amidst a century old hedge grove in rural Kansas.
This natural scenic location was a significant
influence for the new addition that is linked to
the existing 1880’s one-room schoolhouse where
the fellowship previously held its meetings and
community activities.
The volumetric and material relationships were
developed collectively with light in order to orient
key areas of activity and emphasize the use of
natural materials which follow the spiritual interests
of the fellowship. Linear fluorescent coves are
incorporated within architectural reveals and
folds, emphasizing these junctions and providing
both task and ambient illumination. These linear
applications are used in conjunction with opaque
and translucent materials to add richness and
elegance to the otherwise modest spaces.
Repeating horizontal lines, a poetic reference
to the surrounding Kansas landscape, underscore
a Unitarian approach to spirituality rooted
in Humanism and respect for the natural world.   
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The contained linear washes are complimented by
carefully considered recessed downlighting. Scale,
pattern, density and detailing change to reinforce
the nature of spaces that have similar programmatic
relationships. For example, small aperture recessed
luminaires are randomly scattered in the sanctuary
to contrast orthogonal layouts found elsewhere
in the facility. Additionally, flush mounted luminares
are integral to the ceiling with no trim, yielding
the presence of perforated voids hovering over the
congregation. The cumulative effect of such
thoughtful detailing and composition of electric light
in conjunction with focused exterior views further
reinforce the congregation’s spiritual interests.
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08
U N IVE RS ITY HOS PITAL CE NTE R
Cleveland, Ohio
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This new Oncology wing, part of the University
Hospital Center at Case Western University,
considers all aspects of the patient’s experience
as the primary generator for design. Rich wood
materials in lobbies and waiting areas guide
outpatients through a series of administrative
destination points. Upon the first moment of
arrival, soft vertical washes of light on these
surfaces guide patients as well satisfy localized
ambient need.  

Lighting for the patient corridors is carefully
composed to offer diffuse ambient light from
concealed sources in order to eliminate visual
clutter, glare and high contrast ratios. Additionally,
bi-level switching allows for varying illuminance
levels to coincide with exterior light conditions
as well as the periodic need for emergency tasks.
The result is a clean and pleasant environment
that achieves energy conservation and maintenance
desires along with task requirements.

Unlike most institutional designs that assume a
public presence of external fortitude, the design
team took a more sensitive approach to engaging
the surrounding community and considering the
importance of the patient’s arrival. The sweeping
glass surfaces of the building facades offer
obscured vignettes to the interior. This internal
activity is revealed through changing luminous
patterns of light and geometry through clear
and diffuse sections of glass. Thus, interior activity
is exposed to the exterior world, softening the
façade and communicating the presence of life
and activity within.

Construction is scheduled for completion
August of 2011.
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09
JOPLI N R E S I DE NCE
Joplin, Missouri
This single story low slung residence is clad in full
height perforated corten steel panels, enveloping
the entire exterior elevation with only select
interruptions of glazing. Glazed locations are
strategically placed to offer framed views of nature
from public and private interior spaces. This
idea of a contiguous outer shroud containing
atomized internal activity was seminal in the
development of the lighting design. “Skin and
Particle” compositions are delineated by
washing of large material surfaces at perimeter
locations which is complimented by small
scale recessed accent lights more centrally
located in scattered patterns. This random
pattern metaphorically functions as aggregate,
connecting the architectural envelope to
programmatic activity and offers rhythmic
variation to the otherwise rational architectural
layout. Flush mounted luminaires eliminate
the presence of physical hardware, to leave
only void patterns in a contiguous internal skin.
This single specification is used throughout
to reinforce continuity of the skin and particle
relationship.
A custom outdoor luminaire was developed to fit
between the external metal skin and the rain
screen and is continuously located around
the house. This fixture location exemplifies the
philosophical intent of light and skin as mediator
between interior and exterior environments.
Light radiates from this interstitial space, countering
its shadowy presence during the day, and provides
illumination for general circulation in the landscape.
Additionally, this externally mounted luminaire
provides interior illumination at select private areas,
further eroding perceived separation between
the built environment and nature.
Construction is scheduled for completion in
summer of 2010.  
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01
B R IARCLI FF R E S I DE NCE

02
SOUTH E R N POVE RTY LAW CE NTE R

Kansas City, Missouri

Montgomery, Alabama

I NTE R IOR ARCH ITECT

ARCH ITECT

R.M. Lambson Design, Inc

Goodwyn Mills & Cawood

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

E X H I B ITION DE S IG N E R

Derek Porter Studio

Eisterhold Associates

P HOTO G RAP H E R

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

Michael Spillers

Derek Porter Studio

S P ECS

P HOTO G RAP H E R

2,500 square feet
Renovation

Derek Porter

AWAR DS

A/L Light and Architecture Design Award, 2007
Architectural Lighting Magazine
Commendable Achievement Award
IALD Award of Merit, 2006
International Association of Lighting Designers

S P ECS

6,500 square feet
Renovation/tenant finish
AWAR DS

Midwest Regional and Sectional Illumination
Design Awards, 2008
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America

Edwin F. Guth International Award of Excellence,
Midwest Regional and Sectional Illumination
Design Awards, 2005
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
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03
N E R MAN M US E U M OF
CONTE M PORARY ART

04
B LU FF PAR K B R I DG E

05
LAS VEGAS CONVE NTION CE NTE R

06
HODG DON POWDE R

Kansas City, Missouri

Las Vegas, Nevada

Herrington, Kansas

ARCH ITECT

ARCH ITECT

ARCH ITECT

el dorado, inc.

HNTB Architecture

el dorado, inc.

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

Derek Porter Studio

Derek Porter Studio

Derek Porter Studio

DIG ITAL R E N DE R I NG S

DIG ITAL R E N DE R I NG S AN D DETAI LS

P HOTO G RAP H E R

el dorado, inc.

Derek Porter Studio

Michael Sinclair

OW N E R

OW N E R

OW N E R

City of Kansas City Missouri

Las Vegas Convention and Visitor’s Association

Hodgdon Powder

S P ECS

S P ECS

3.5 million square feet
Renovation and addition

6,600 square feet
New construction

Johnson County Community College
Overland Park, Kansas

ARCH ITECT

Kyu Sung Woo Architects, Inc.
ARCH ITECT OF R EC OR D

Gould Evans Architects
LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

Derek Porter Studio and Lam Partners
P HOTO G RAP H E R

Michael Spillers
S P ECS

40,000 square feet
New construction
AWAR DS

AWAR DS

Midwest Regional and Sectional Illumination
Design Awards, 2010
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
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A/L Light and Architecture Design Award, 2009
Commendable Achievement
Architectural Lighting Magazine
Edwin F. Guth International Award of Excellence,
Midwest Regional and Sectional Illumination
Design Awards, 2008
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
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U N ITAR IAN FE LLOWS H I P LAWR E NCE

08
U N IVE RS ITY HOS PITAL CE NTE R

09
JOPLI N R E S I DE NCE

Lawrence, Kansas

Cleveland, Ohio

Joplin, Missouri

ARCH ITECT

ARCH ITECT

ARCH ITECT

el dorado architects

Cannon Design

Hufft Projects

LAN DSC CAP E DE S IG N E R

I NTE R IOR DE S IG N E R

LAN DSCAP E DE S IG N E R

Eisterhold Associates

Array

40 North

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

ARCH ITECT

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

Derek Porter Studio

Cannon Design

Derek Porter Studio

P HOTO G RAP H E R

LIG HTI NG DE S IG N E R

DIG ITAL R E N DE R I NG S AN D DETAI LS

Michael Sinclair

Derek Porter Studio

Derek Porter Studio

S P ECS

DIG ITAL R E N DE R I NG S

S P ECS

6,500 square feet
New construction

Derek Porter Studio and Cannon Design

6,850 square feet
New construction

OW N E R

Case Western University
AWAR DS

A/L Light and Architecture Design Award, 2009
Commendable Achievement
Architectural Lighting Magazine
Edwin F. Guth International Award of Merit,
Midwest Regional and Sectional Illumination
Design Awards, 2009
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
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